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Fairy tail future timeline

Hey Lucy's guys and I'm here with my first theory: blush: . So I have a theory about Lucy's future that emerged while watching the Eclipse Gate arc with a friend. One question kept running through our minds during this arc. Why was Lucy the one who went back in time? We know Rog's reasons, but do we really know
Lucy's? I'm not sure if this theory has been done before, but I hope you enjoy it. There are a few basic scenes that had to be highlighted in order to explain this theory so please bare with me. When we first see her. We see lucy's future self for the first time during the Grand Magic Games watching Natsu's race. In this
scene she cries and many fans believe this is because Lucy sees the fight for the first time and knows Natsu is fighting for her because of what happened during her fight. However, is that the only reason she's upset? The future Lucy mets her former self. This scene is rather strange. While trying to find a way out of a
seemingly inevitable prison, a door opens emitting a bright light and an image emerges of it. Natsu acknowledges the sent and reveals that this hooded figure is Lucy, seven years from the future. This scene is strange because it raised the question: how did he get it? Natsu rests on his forehead against hers. This scene
had to be mentioned because it also occurs at the end of the opening and is important. Inside the castle, when Lucy's future begins to feel helpless Natsu leans down, rest his forehead against hers and thank her for protecting their future. Once again we see tears in her eyes and I think there is another reason for those
tears. Lucy's death. This is easily one of the saddest moments of the series and was the arcs heartbreaking scene as we see the future Lucy sacrifices herself to save her past self. During her final moments she thinks back to the first day of the fairy tail and shows Natsu her guild badge. She tries to stay calm for happy
and gives Natsu a weak smile saying I wanted to have more adventures. Her hand falls out towards Natsu as if approaching him. What was the reason behind this? The final scene: The fields of gold. At the end of the arc we see Lucy wake up in a golden field and as she looks around the elements hidden by shadows
appear. Two figures approach her revealing that it's Happy and Natsu, who seemingly were waiting for her. Natsu takes her hand with the same smile he always gives her and says Let's continue our adventure, once again bringing tears her eyes. The rest of the evidence suggests that it's the members of the Fairy Tail
waiting for her to arrive. Then why did I go through these scenes? Well, it all goes back to the question from earlier, why did Lucy go back in time? Many believe its because she is a celestial magician and could open the eclipse gate and while this may be true I think there is a darker and sadder reason. Lucy was the only
one. Only. Everyone else was dead. Remember Carla's hunch about Lucy's song? We know he wasn't singing, but he was screaming, calling someone's name. Natsu's name. There's a scene from Lucy's future where we see our beloved couple standing among the ruins of the city surrounded by dragons. Natsu is
accused of fighting, and then we see Lucy shouting his name in tears. And if he saw Natsu die, and that's why he went back in time. To keep it from happening. This explains several things starting with why he cried when he first saw Natsu during his fight. She had lost Natsu by her time and didn't think she would see him
again, but when she did at the Grand Magic Games Lucy was overcome with joy before remembering what would happen to him. Now we know how he found them in the inevitable prison in which they were trapped. Having lived through it all herself Lucy simply traced her steps hoping she could reach out to her friends
and past herself before any if they were caught by the guards. He knows that if all hope is caught, he's lost, and he can't go through it again knowing he could have done something. When Natsu rests his head against Lucy and he thanks her begins to cry. I believe this is because when we see this in the end, if the
opening of the future Natsu and Lucy, so that when Natsu repeats the action remembers Natsu doing it, his kind smile, the warmth he gave, the love he feels for him. When he thanked her he began to overcome with emotions as he thought about the future they should have had before he was removed. Before they took
him. Future Lucy is doing everything she can to ensure that Rouge's plans fail even if it meant sacrificing herself. During Lucy's death scene, as I mentioned before, her most vivid memory shows Natsu the sign of her guild because he brought her to Fairy Tail, her home. Her last words I wanted to go on more adventures
and her hand to reach to Natsu seems like there's something else she's trying to tell him. It's possible she's trying to tell him she loves him. The last scene. The reason this scene is important is because we find out what happened to future Lucy after her death. The fields of gold that awakens are Heaven and that's why
the rest of the guild is already there. They died fighting dragons like Natsu did. The reason he and Happy are the only ones who emerged from the shadows is because they were the last ones to pass before Lucy, so they waited at the front of the group to arrive. She gets tears in her eyes when she takes her hand,
flashes his toothy smile and says Let's continue our adventure, reminds her of when they first met. Saying let's keep going let's know that their adventure isn't over, she managed to change the future, she and her Natsu can go on adventures in heaven and be together forever. That's my theory about Future Lucy and her
reasons. of the Commission. back in time. I hope you liked it and make another theory in the future, who knows. Until then: blush: ~ Tsuyoi ~ By the end of last season's Avatar Arc Fairy Tail, I've seen a lot of people complain that it made the Eclipse Portal Arc held during the Grand Magic Games seem pointless. The
complaint people had was that during the Grand Magic Games, Future Rogue tells Natsu that Gray will kill Frosch. But during Avatar Ark Gray, he doesn't seem to have any intention of harming Fross. So, after thinking about it a little bit, I came up with a theory about what could possibly happen. Let's start with Eclipse
Portal Arc.Duron the Grand Magic Games, Future Rogue convinces Princess Hisui to open eclipse gate. He planned to bring dragons in the year X791 to wage war on humans. At the end of the arc after his defeat by Natsu, Future Rogue reveals why he did all this. Future Rogue tells Natsu to protect Frosch a year from
now as Gray Fulbuster will kill him. Although Rogue Future said this wasn't revealed to viewers until Avatar Arc.Coming to Avatar Arc, Hiro Mahima made it look like Gray had turned evil and joined 'Avatar', a cult that adores Zeref. This definitely made everyone think that at some point in this arc Gray would try to kill
Frosch. But it turned out that Gray had infiltrated Avatar Cult by acting undercover while working with Erza to stop the Avatar's plans. At the end of this arc, we see Frosch casually walk up to Natsu and the party that made Natsu worried about Gray's next action. But to Natsu's relief, Gray found Frosch cute and began
stroking him. This made many viewers feel that what happened during the Eclipse Portal Arc seemed pointless. But I think he didn't. Let's think of the timing of Rogue Future and the Tail Fairy right now as two separate schedules. When Lucy and Yukino closed the eclipse gate and the dragon killers defeated the dragons
and the Future Rogue, that changed the future. Which means that all the incidents that will happen in the future have now changed. So we don't know what incidents took place on the Future Rogue schedule. As for why Gray killed Fross on Rog's timeline, the answer could be the magic of his demon slayer. During the
fight with Alvarez, Invel one of the twelve sprigans tried to bring out the dark side of Gray's demon slayer magic by killing Juvia. This shows that the powers of his demon can take him. In the recent timeline, ever since Gray took the magic of the demon slayer, he's been going to. black marks on his body. He consulted
Porlyusica about it and learned to control them. Another hint to my theory would be what Natsu said while he was on his journey to look for Gray. Natsu said Gray had these black marks on his body during the fight with Tartatu's Mard Gere. He also mentioned that the way Gray took the magic of the Demon Slayer could
take him on. Nwo Nwo Imagine that Gray from rogue's future schedule didn't consult Porlyusica about the black marks or even if he did, he couldn't control them. In the recent timeline, we see Gray joining Avatar as an undercover, but what if in the other timeline he joins Avatar or any other dark guild as a real member
after losing control. This could lead to an event in which it kills Frosch. Just like the recent schedule Natsu and Lucy will set out to look for Gray and will have to treat him as an enemy. On the recent schedule, Natsu warned Rogue not to leave town, but ignoring the warning of Rogue and Sting along with Frosch and
Lector followed Natsu and Lucy to help them. Although the Avatar had already been dealt with by the time Sting and Rog arrived. But in the timeline of rogue future where Gray is actually an enemy, Sting and Rogue will have to fight him. This could lead to Gray killing Frosch in the middle of the battle. There is also
another rogue possibility of participating in the battle with Gray even without intervention by Natsu, Lucy and Erza with Avatar. On the recent schedule, Rogue and Minerva were about to pose for the Avatar-related search before Natsu got by them. So in the timeline of Rogue's future, even without the intervention of
Natsu and Lucy, Rogue would have faced Gray.What happens after that is something we all know. Rog has been captured by his dark powers. He kills Sting and gains the powers of the white dragon. And he sets in motion his plan to destroy everyone using eclipse Portal.So my conclusion is that the events that took
place were not pointless, instead, they changed. The future changed when the past changed and so the actions of the characters. And I think the story was meant to be like this. Way.
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